

   
   



Safety Precautions
(Safety symbols  Immediately after the table of contents.)
Review WARNING and CAUTION symbols and instructions before you service the plotters.
Follow these warnings and cautions for your protection and to avoid damaging the plotter.
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ESD Precautions
To prevent damage to the plotter circuits from highĆvoltage electrostatic discharge (ESD)
 Do not wear clothing that is subject to static buildĆup.
 Do not handle integrated circuits (ICs) in carpeted areas.
 Do not remove an IC or a printed circuit assembly (PCA) from its conductive foam pad or
conductive packaging until you are ready to install it.
Ground your body while disassembling and working on the plotter.
After removing a cover from the plotter, attach a clip lead between the PCA common and
earth ground. Touch all tools to earth ground to remove static charges before using them
on the plotter.
After removing any PCA from the plotter, place it on a conductive foam pad or into its
conductive packaging to prevent ESD damage to any ICs on the PCA.

Reassembly
Most of the procedures in this chapter describe how to disassemble the plotter. Unless
otherwise specified, reassemble the parts in the reverse order of disassembly.
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Required Tools
The following are the tools required to disassemble and repair the plotters.
Long Torx screwdriver with the indicated
attachments.

T8

T9

T10

T15

T20

T25

Pozidrive PZ1 screwdriver.

Small flatĆblade screwdriver.
Nut driver with the indicated attachments.
and
3/16
inch

5.5
mm

NeedleĆnose pliers.

Spring hook.

10X Magnifier.

Loopback connector
(HP Part Number 07440Ć60302).
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Installing a RAM or ROM SIMM
A RAM SIMM provides the plotter with extra
memory. A ROM SIMM contains new
firmware code to override the internal
firmware code.
 Make sure that the plotter is switched
OFF and that neither the power cord nor
an interface cable is connected.


Before handling a SIMM, either put on a
grounding wrist strap and attach the end to
the metal chassis of the plotter, or touch the
outer metal surface of the plotter with your
hand. Otherwise, static electricity from your
body could damage the SIMM.
 Take the SIMM out of its bag, holding the
SIMM only by the edges.
 With the SIMM's small notch on the left
and the metallic edge away from you, load
the SIMM into the slot

X
X

- nearest to you (RAM SIMM)
- furthest from you (ROM SIMM)
To do this, first hold the SIMM at an
angle, and then gradually push it back
until it clicks vertically into place.
Notch

 Unscrew the cover plate at the back of the
plotter, and remove it.

2

1
 Replace the cover plate and the screws.

Torx-10

6Ć4

or

Flat
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    Ensure that the cartridge
caps are clean, the wipers straight, and
the openings clear.
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Removing the Top Cover

 Slide the cover to the left, so that the
other hinges uncouple.

 Open the top cover.

 Push the rightĆhand side of the cover
slightly back, so that the rightmost hinge
uncouples.

    Close the cover and click
each hinge into place.
 Remove the cover from the plotter.

C4699Ć90000
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Removing the Left EndĆCover
 Remove the top cover  page 6Ć7.


 Pull the endĆcover up, and remove it from
the plotter.



 Remove the rollĆfeed assembly  page 6Ć8.
 Release the three clips at the bottom of
the endĆcover: first the side clip, then the
front and back clips.
These may be stiff.





    It's not easy to reinstall the
endĆcovers on the plotter. With some practice,
you should learn the knack. As a guide, before
you replace an endĆcover, take a look at the
various clips on its inside, and identify where
they fit on the plotter.
Make sure that the primer plunger is installed
properly when reinstalling the endĆcover.

C4699Ć90000
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Removing the Right EndĆCover

 Pull the plotter on/off switch out of the
endĆcover.

 Remove the top cover  page 6Ć7.

 Release the three clips at the bottom of
the endĆcover: first the side clip, then the
front and back clips.



These may be stiff.
 Remove the rollĆfeed assembly  page 6Ć8.
 Remove the pinchĆwheel lever and screw.
Torx-10
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Reinstalling the frontĆpanel assembly:
Insert the bottom of the assembly into the two
indicated notches, inside the right endĆcover.
Then firmly reinsert the top two tabs.

Disconnecting the FrontĆPanel
Assembly
 Remove the right endĆcover  page 6Ć10.
 On the main PCA, gently pull the
frontĆpanel connector clamp (FP) to the
right to release the flat, white cable.

Notch

 Pull the cable easily out of the clamp, and
release it from the clip on the side of the
electronics module.

Push the front panel from the outside, to check
whether it is correctly installed.
Reinstalling the right endĆcover: Before
replacing the endĆcover, make sure that
a

The black plastic piece at the front end of
the pinchĆarm linkage is correctly
attached to the sideĆplate.

b

The lever nut is positioned inside the slot
on the black plastic piece.
Nut
Black plastic piece

COVER
FP

Reassembling: The contact part of the
cable faces down. Prevent tugging of the
cable at the point of connection by leaving
slack between the connector and the clip.
 Detach the topĆcoverĆsensor cable from
the COVER connector, and release it from
the clip on the side of the electronics
module.

6Ć12
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Removing the Electronics
Module

 Remove the indicated screw from the
floor of the electronics module.

The electronics module is a fieldĆreplaceable
part. You do not need to open it. If it is faulty,
exchange it for a new one.

Torx-20

 Remove the right endĆcover  page 6Ć10.
 Disconnect the frontĆpanel assembly from
the main PCA  page 6Ć12.
 Unscrew the cover plate at the back of the
plotter, and remove it.

 At the back of the plotter, ensure that the
two small wire clamps of the parallel port
are positioned flush against the
electronics module

or

Torx-10

Flat

 Remove the indicated two screws from
the back cover.
 Push the electronics module towards the
front of the plotter.

Torx-20
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 Pull the electronics module to the right,
in order to easily access the connectors.

 Disconnect all cables from the visible part
of the main PCA.

C

Reassembling: The connectors and
cables correspond as follows:
Cable
Front Panel
PinchĆArm Sensor
TopĆCover Sensor
Media Sensor
Trailing Cable
Media Motor Encoder
Media Motor
Carriage Motor

Clip
A
A
A
B
C
C

Prevent tugging on the cables at the point
of connection by leaving slack between the
connectors and the clips.
6Ć14

 If you are changing the electronics module
for a new one, remove the DRAM SIMM(if
installed) from the old module and install
it into the new one. Refer to Chapter 9
before installing the ROM SIMM from the
old module into the new module.

1. Black Cartridge Alignment
2. Color Cartridge Test
3. Accuracy Calibration

A

330
350C

Reassembling: Slide the module into the
plotter until it is stopped by its location
hook on the floor of the plotter. Be careful
not to damage the parallelĆport clamps.

Calibrations: After having installed a new
electronics module, perform the following
calibrations. (Details  chapter 7.)

B

Connector
FP
PINCH
COVER
MEDIA
P1
ENC X
MOT X
MOT Y

 Pull the electronics module further to the
right and out of the plotter.

Removal and Replacement

Note also that the factory spittoon value on the
EEROM of the new electronics module is reset
to 0% used. Keep in mind that the value printed
on the service configuration plot may greatly
underestimate the amount of ink in the spittoon.
Future PCĆbased plotter diagnostics will enable
you to download information from the old
EEROM and upload it to the new EEROM.
Reassembling: After reinstalling the
electronics module, the plotter must be
configured with the correct model ID.
To configure plotter  page 8Ć28.
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Replacing the MediaĆSensor
Assembly

 Insert the long arm of the mediaĆsensor
assembly into the slot at the back of the
entry platen as shown.

 Insert the tĆshaped flag in the indicated
position.
 Let the tĆshaped flag rotate to its correct
position.




 Ensure that the two flags have not been
mispositioned.
 Insert the bellĆshaped flag in the
indicated position.

 Press the mediaĆsensor assembly up onto
the post on the underside of the entry
platen, until it clicks into place.

 Let the bellĆshaped flag rotate to its
correct position.




 Refasten the mediaĆsensor cable in its
clip, making sure that it does not obstruct
motion of the mediaĆsensor flags.

6Ć16
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Removing the Encoder Strip

 Disconnect the trailing cable from the
guides on the right bracket

 Move the cartridge carriage to the left,
over the service station.

 Fold the trailing cable upwards and store
it on the trailingĆcable guide.
 Remove the right endĆcover  page 6Ć10.
 Remove the left endĆcover  page 6Ć9.
 Disconnect the trailing cable from the
main PCA.

    The cable connects to the
connector marked P1 on the main PCA.

C4699Ć90000
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 Carefully pull the encoder strip to the
right, through and out of the carriage
assembly.


      
       
       
   
 Feed the encoder strip through the
cartridge carriage from right to left.

 Lay the encoder strip on a flat surface.

Reinstalling the Encoder Strip

 Temporarily, rest the loose strip safely on
the drive roller.

 Move the cartridge carriage to the left,
over the service station.

 Slip the left end of the strip over the
plastic pin on the left bracket, and press it
right to the base of the pin.

 Ensure that the encoder strip is oriented
with the transparent area up, and with
two holes on the left side and one hole on
the right side.

C4699Ć90000
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Removing the Right Bracket

Removing the Carriage Motor

 Remove the encoder strip  page 6Ć17.

 Remove the right bracket  page 6Ć21.

 Remove the screw that attaches the right
bracket to the plotter chassis.

 Disconnect the carriageĆmotor cable from
the main PCA (connector MOT Y), and
from the clip at the back of the plotter.

Torx-20

Reassembling: Use the long screw.
Threaded length ≅ 3 cm (∼1.2 inch).
 Pull the right bracket to the right, and
remove it from the plotter,


In the following step, take care not to break
the black plastic tab on top of the motor.
 Press the carriage motor towards the left,
and remove the belt from the motor shaft.
If you need greater maneuverability of the
motor, press the black plastic tab on top
very slightly downwards.





Reassembling: Insert the rightĆbracket
tab into the slot on the right of the
trailingĆcable guide.

C4699Ć90000
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Reassembling: There are two springs on
the motor assembly:
 One fits onto the protruding
plastic part on top of the motor.
Position this part inside the
chassis beam.

Beam

Black Plastic



        

The motor may be stiff.

 The other is a flat metal spring
attached underneath the motor.
Position it underneath the
chassis beam.

Also, make sure the belt is correctly
positioned on the grooves of the shaft.
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Torx-20





 






Removing the Spittoon

 Disconnect the pinchĆarm sensor cable
from the main PCA (connector PINCH).

 Remove the right endĆcover  page 6Ć10.
 Move the pinchĆarm lever linkage upwards
so you can access the screw that attaches
the spittoon to the right sideĆplate.

 Slide the spittoon to the right, and
remove it from the plotter.

 Remove the screw that attaches the
spittoon to the right sideĆplate.
Torx-20

6Ć24
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Removing the PinchĆArm Sensor Removing the DriveĆRoller Gear
 Remove the spittoon  page 6Ć24.

 Remove the spittoon  page 6Ć23/6Ć24.

 Release the pinchĆarm sensor cable from
the indicated clip on the spittoon.

 Remove the two screws that secure the
driveĆroller gear to the driveĆroller shaft.

Torx-10

 Remove the driveĆroller gear from the
driveĆroller shaft.
The gear may be stiff.
 Gently press the two indicated tabs to the
side and lift the pinchĆarm sensor from
the spittoon.

Reassembling: The worm pinion and
driveĆroller gear mesh slightly during use.
Don't install a new motor and an old gear, or
vice versa: install the gear that comes
with the motor. Apply the grease that comes
with the new motor to the worm pinion and
driveĆroller gear.
Reassembling: Push the gear onto the shaft
as far as it will go. Align the holes on the gear
with the holes on the shaft.
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Always calibrate the XĆaxis after reassembling
the motor or the gear  page 7Ć8.
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Removing the Media Motor

 Pull the media motor out through the
back of the plotter.

 Remove the spittoon  page 6Ć23/6Ć24.
 Disconnect the mediaĆmotor cable and the
flat mediaĆaxisĆencoder cable from the
main PCA (connectors labeled MOT X and
ENC X respectively), and from the clip at
the back of the plotter.

Reassembling: The worm pinion and
driveĆroller gear mesh slightly during use.
Don't install a new motor and an old gear, or
vice versa: install the gear that comes
with the motor. Apply the grease that comes
with the new motor to the worm pinion and
driveĆroller gear.
 Remove the two screws that secure the
media motor to the mediaĆmotor mount.

Calibration: After having reassembled the
plotter, perform the accuracy calibration
(Details  chapter 7.)

Torx-15

6Ć26
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Removing the PinchĆArmĆLever Removing the Primer
Linkage
 Remove the left endĆcover  page 6Ć9.
 Remove the right endĆcover  page 6Ć10.
 Ease the front plastic part of the linkage
to the right, out from the hole in the right
sideĆplate.

 Disconnect the four  tubes from the
ink separator.

 Remove the screw that attaches the
primer to the left sideĆplate.
Torx-20

 Remove the linkage from the cam journal
on the right sideĆplate.

 Slide the primer to the left, and remove it
from the plotter.

C4699Ć90000
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The service station is one orderable assembly.
Do not open it.
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Torx-20

    Ensure that the cartridge
caps are clean, the wipers straight, and the
openings clear.
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Removing the BailĆLift
Mechanism

 Release the cable from the engagingĆlever
support.

 Remove the bail  page 6Ć5.
 Remove the primer  page 6Ć27.
 Remove the service station  page 6Ć28.
   pushing the top of the bailĆgear
assembly towards the front of the plotter,

 the following:
On the engaging lever, move the cable
ball slightly towards the back of the
plotter.

 Release the cable from the bailĆgear
assembly.

Allow the engaging lever to move
towards the left of the plotter, so that
the cable comes free of the lever.

C4699Ć90000
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You may need to hold the bail cam steady
inside the sideĆplate at the same time. You
can access the cam through the hole
underneath the sideĆplate.

Torx-15
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The cam falls to the floor of the plotter.
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Removing the EngagingĆLever
Support

 Remove the spring from the engagingĆ
lever support.

 Remove the primer  page 6Ć27.
 Remove the service station  page 6Ć28.
 Release the cable from the engaging lever
support  page 6Ć29.

 Remove the three screws that attach the
support to the left sideĆplate.
Torx-10

+

Torx-20

 Remove the engaging lever.

 Pull the support upwards and remove it
from the plotter.
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Removing the Overdrive Roller
 Remove the primer  page 6Ć27.
 Remove the service station  page 6Ć28.
 Remove the clutch retaining ring that
secures the overdrive clutch to the
overdrive roller.

 Move the overdrive roller to the right
until it has completely cleared the left
sideplate but not entered the hole in the
right sideplate.
 Release the overdrive roller from the
small black clips underneath the media
separator, and remove the overdrive roller
from the plotter.
Note the position and orientation of the
overdrive clutch. When correctly
installed, the overdrive roller can be
manually rotated forward only.
 While flexing the media separator
upwards, ...

Reassembling: Position the CĆclips and
... slide the overdrive roller horizontally to
bushings on the overdrive roller from left to
the right until the overdrive clutch can
right as follows:
drop free of the roller.
CĆclip - clutch - bushing - sideplate - bushing - CĆclip.

6Ć32

Removal and Replacement
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Removing the Back Cover

 Lift the cover up, and remove it from the
plotter.

 Remove the left and right endĆcovers
 pages 6Ć9 and 6Ć10.
 Remove the screws that attach the back
cover to the plotter.
D/A1Ćsize plotters have 2 screws.
E/A0Ćsize plotters have 3 screws.

Torx-20

    Before replacing the
screws, ensure that the electronics module
is flush against the inside back of the
plotter.


In the following steps, take care not to
damage the parallelĆport clips.
 Pull the bottom of the cover slightly back
and out from the plotter.

C4699Ć90000
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Removing the Trailing Cable
 Remove the right endĆcover  page 6Ć10.

 Release the two indicated clips on the top
of the cartridge carriage by pulling them
slightly outwards.

 Disconnect the trailing cable from the
connector marked P1 on the main PCA,
and from the guides on the right bracket.




 Move the carriage out of the service
station.

6Ć34
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For DesignJet 230 only, it is also necessary to
release two clips at the bottom of the cartridge
carriage.
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Removing the TrailingĆCable
Guide

 Rotate the trailingĆcable guide back on its
hinge, until it clicks off from the chassis
beam.

 Remove the right bracket  page 6Ć21.

 Remove the back cover  page 6Ć33.
 Remove the trailing cable  page 6Ć34.

 Remove the trailingĆcable guide from the
plotter.

 Slide the trailingĆcable guide to the right,
releasing it from the leftĆbracket tab.

6Ć36
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Removing the Cartridge
Carriage

 Rotate the motor on its hinge out towards
the back of the plotter.

 Remove the encoder strip  page 6Ć17.
 Remove the right bracket  6Ć21.





In the following step, take care not to break
the black plastic tab on top of the motor.
 Press the carriage motor towards the left,
and remove the belt from the motor shaft.
If you need greater maneuverability of the
motor, press the black plastic tab on top
very slightly downwards.
 Release the belt from the pulley on the
left of the plotter.
Reassembling: Make sure the belt is
correctly positioned on the grooves of the
pulley.


     
    
      
    

Reassembling: Make sure the belt is
correctly positioned on the grooves of the
shaft.
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Reassembling: Position the belt under the
back extrusion of the carriage.
Make sure that you correctly reconnect the
trailing cable  page 6Ć35.
After reassembling, make sure that you check
the carriageĆtoĆmedia distance  page 7Ć11.
Calibration: After having reassembled the
plotter, perform the black cartridgeĆalignment.
(Details  User's Guide.)



# 

Reassembling: Clip the belt to the carriage,
using the same part of the belt as was
originally used. Also, match the vertical lines
on the belt with the vertical grooves on the
carriage. The horizontal lines on the belt face
outwards.

!  # 

Removing the DriveĆBelt Pulley

 On the left of the plotter, remove the belt
from the pulley.

 Remove the encoder strip.


In the following step, take care not to break
the black plastic tab on top of the motor.
 Press the carriage motor towards the left,
and remove the belt from the motor shaft.
If you need greater maneuverability of the
motor, press the black plastic tab on top
very slightly downwards.



Reassembling: Make sure the belt is
correctly positioned on the pulley grooves.


 Underneath the left side of the chassis
beam, release the black plastic clip and
push the pulley shaft upwards.
 Remove the pulley, shaft, and bushing
from the plotter.

Reassembling: Make sure the belt is
correctly positioned on the shaft grooves.

6Ć40
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Removing the Drive Roller

 Remove the mediaĆmotor mount.

 Remove the driveĆroller gear  page 6Ć25.
 Remove the media motor  page 6Ć26.
 Remove the pinchĆarmĆlever linkage 
page 6Ć27.
 Remove the engagingĆlever support 
page 6Ć31.
 Remove the large black plastic gear from
the left sideĆplate.

Torx-20

Snap the overdrive clips to the right, and
remove them from under the media
separator.
D/A1Ćsize plotters have two clips.
E/A0Ćsize plotters have three clips.

 Remove the overdrive roller  page 6Ć32.
 Remove the three screws that attach the
mediaĆmotor mount to the right sideplate.

Torx-20

C4699Ć90000
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 Use the right cam journal to raise the
pinchĆwheels, and lift the right side of the
drive roller up.

Reinstalling the Drive Roller

  "      
    #    #  
!      





In the following procedure

 Lift the roller out of the plotter.

D Take care not to damage the media
separator. Don't let it slip under the drive
roller.
D Take care that the edge of the media
separator does not damage the rubber
surface of the drive roller.
 Flex the media separator upwards and
position the roller behind it and on top of
the pinch wheels.


   "  
         #
    $$   '
  $

6Ć42
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 Make sure that the gear on the left side of
the roller is positioned immediately to the
left of the sideĆplate.

C4699Ć90000
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Press down on the media mount as you
replace the three screws. This is to ensure
correct spacing between the drive roller
and the cartridge nozzles.
      
     
Torx-20

MediaĆmotor mount

Calibration: Perform the accuracy
calibration after reassembling the plotter.
(Details  chapter 7.)

$
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Removing the PinchĆArm Lift
Mechanism
 Remove the drive roller  page 6Ć41.
 Little by little, unscrew the camĆjournal
screw on the right side, at the same time
continually pushing the screw in towards
the center of the plotter, until you feel
that you have pushed the camĆjournal
 out of the journal.

 Grasp the cam journal on the left side of
the plotter.
 Reach around to the front of the plotter
and push the top of the bar cam slightly
towards the rear of the plotter,
simultaneously pulling the cam journal to
the left, so that the cam can begin to slide
out of the left sideplate.

 Slide the bar cam to the left until it clears
the pinchĆarm assembly you want to
replace.
 Remove the pinchĆarm assembly and
spring from the chassis.
Take care that the spring does not fall.

 Pull the journal out of the bar cam.

Bushing
Spring
Pinch arm


    See following procedure

6Ć44
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Removing the Overdrive
Enclosure



 Remove the indicated three screws from
the left sideĆplate.

 Remove the right endĆcover  page 6Ć10.
Torx-15




Remove the spittoon  page 6Ć24.
 Remove the overdrive roller  page 6Ć32.
 Remove the indicated two screws from
the right sideĆplate.





Torx-15

 Lift the overdrive enclosure out from the
plotter.



This illustration shows the configuration
for the DesignJet 230/250C. The removal
procedure for DesignJet 330/350C is
exactly the same except that the spittoon
has been removed to access the indicated
screws.

6Ć46
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Reassembling: See following procedure.

C4699Ć90000

 Insert the two indicated screws, but do
not tighten them. (  dogĆpoint
screws.)

Reinstalling the Overdrive
Enclosure
The order in which you replace the screws on
the overdrive enclosure is important.

Torx-15


Take care not to damage the mediaĆsensor
flags. The overdrive enclosure should not
touch them.



 Replace the two indicated screws. (
dogĆpoint screws.)
Torx-15
Torx-15




 Replace the indicated screw and tighten
it, thus aligning the overdrive enclosure
with the left sideĆplate.
Torx-15
Torx-15




 Tighten the screws you inserted in step 2.

C4699Ć90000
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Removing the Entry Platen
 Remove the overdrive enclosure  page
6Ć46.

 Remove the indicated two screws from
the left sideĆplate.
Torx-15

Torx-20

 Disconnect the mediaĆsensor cable from
the main PCA (connector labeled
MEDIA).



 Release the indicated entryĆplaten clips
by pushing the bottom front corners of
the entry platen up.

 Remove the indicated screw from the
right sideĆplate.
Torx-15

 Pull the entry platen horizontally out
from the plotter.



    See the following procedure.
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    $  
The order in which you replace the screws on
the entry platen is important.




    $    #  #
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       $    
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On each sideĆplate, the  two pins
should touch the entry platen above it.

%

" 

%

There must be no space between the entry
platen and the  sideĆplate. It doesn't
matter if there is a small space between
the entry platen and the  sideĆplate.
 Replace the indicated screw on the
leftĆhand side. (
dogĆpoint screw.)
Tighten this screw, making sure that the
entry platen is aligned tight against the
left sideĆplate.

 Replace the indicated clamping screw on
the leftĆhand side.
Torx-20

Torx-15




 Reconnect the mediaĆsensor cable to the
main PCA (connector labeled MEDIA).

 Replace the indicated screw on the
rightĆhand side. (
dogĆpoint screw.)

Torx-15

 Before reinstalling the overdrive
enclosure, ensure that both flags on the
media sensor move freely when you pass a
sheet of media over them.
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